%'e present variational calculations of the ground-state exciton binding energy and exciton radius in a quantum wire subjected to an external magnetic field. The magnetic field squeezes the exciton wave function, causing the binding energy to become very large and increase superlinearly with the field; at the same time, the exciton radius shrinks. The squeezing is more effective in wider wires, where the exciton wave function is "softer. " These results are consistent with recently reported experimental observations.
i. INTRODUCTION
There is significant current interest in the exitonic properties of semiconductor quantum wires because of their role in optoelectronic applications. This interest stems from the observation that quantum wires exhibit large absorption and third-order nonlinear susceptibility as a result of quantum confinement of excitons. An external magnetic 6eld further squeezes the exciton wave function, possibly leading to enhanced optical properties.
Recently, Someya, Akiyama, and Sakaki' reported the effect of an external magnetic field on the exciton binding energy and radius in a GaAs quantum wire by measuring the photoluminescence spectra and comparing them with those of quantum wells. They found that a magnetic field squeezes the exciton wave function to a size that is far below what can be achieved in quantum wells. This is very promising for potential optoelectronic applications.
In this paper, we present numerical calculations of the magnetic-6eld dependence of the exciton binding energy and the exciton radius in a CxaAs quantum wire for different wire widths. In Sec. II, the theory of an exciton in a quantum wire subjected to a magnetic field is developed rigorously within the framework of a two-band model and perfect confinement of the exciton. Section III presents the result of variational calculations of the binding energy and exciton radius followed by a discussion of the excitonic properties. We also compare our results with the experimental observations of Ref. 
Since the Hamiltonian does not depend on X(the coordinate of the center of mass along the wire axis), P» is a good quantum number. Dropping the term associated with Px, we take the following trial wave function: in which g is a variational parameter, and P, (y, ) and ph(yh) are normalized electron and hole wave functions along the width to be calculated numerically when a magnetic field is present.
It is important to riote here that one should separate two difFerent cases of exciton quantization: as a whole particle, and as independently confined electron and hole.
According to Ref. 5 To obtain (5), we have used boundary conditions on functions p, and ph, which allowed us to integrate some of the terms analytically using integration by parts. Figure 1 shows the dependence of (g~P~g) on the variational parameter g for two difFerent values of magnetic field and wire width. One can notice that the functional always has one well-resolved minimum. The physical parameters used for the calculations correspond to a GaAs quantum wire with @=12. 9E'p m, =0. 067mp, and mh =0. 5mp, where mo is the free-electron mass and eo the electrical permittivity of the free space. The wire widths we used W( =L~) were within the limit of quantization condition (4). 
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it is easy to see that the correction decreases with decreasing wire width. Since it is this correction that squeezes the exciton wave function, we see clearly that the squeezing is more effective in wider wires. In other words, the wave function is softer and more "squeezable" in wider wires, which causes the magnetic-field-induced effect to be more doininant in those wires. A very similar physics causes the hole wave function to be perturbed more than the electron wave function in a quantum wire. ' The exciton radius decreases with magnetic field for all wire widths and is in the range of 70 -140 A. Figure 3 shows the exciton wave function (3) (y, ) and P), (y), ) of states at the subband extrema. These states have a zero translational velocity and therefore experience no Lorentz force' to skew the wave functions.
The effect of localization can also be observed along the x direction. Figure 4 shows the x component of the exciton wave function g, (x, g, , (8) Lett. 74, 3664 (1995) .
